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ABSTRACT 

The exploration of colossal dielectric permittivity materials with low dielectric loss in a wide 

range of frequencies continues to attract considerable interest. The compounds with a colossal 

dielectric permittivity have attracted a lot of attention because of their applications in high-

energy density storage and microelectronics as a result of the continually increasing demands of 

microelectronics applications. Ca and Mn co-doped LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 (x = 0.00, 0.02, 0.04, 

0.05) ceramics were prepared by a solid-state reaction method. Pellet shaped samples prepared 

from each composition were sintered at 1723 K for 5 h. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Field 

Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) are used to carry out the structural and 

surface morphology analyses. The dielectric constant (ɛʹ), dielectric loss (tanδE), ac-conductivity 

(σac) and complex impedance spectra analysis of the LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics were 

studied in detail. Colossal permittivity up to 103 was obtained across the frequency range up to 

106 Hz. The impedance analysis of the co-doped LaAlO3 ceramics indicated that the colossal 

permittivity phenomenon has been explained by the Koops theory based on Maxwell–Wagner 

model. The values of (tanδE) sharply decreas as frequency increases in the low frequency 

region. While in the high frequency region, tanδE increases with the increase in frequency. 

However, in the intermediate frequencies, the values of tanδE are minimum which indicates that 

the compositions are of good quality material in this range. A high precision impedance 

analyzer has been also used to study the frequency dependent initial permeability. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

The search for new high-performance dielectric materials, exhibiting temperature and frequency

stable, colossal permittivity (CP > 103) as well as sufficiently low dielectric loss, continues to 

arouse considerable interest motivated by their myriad device miniaturization and high-energy-

density storage applications [1-2]. In recent years, a kind of (In, Nb) co-doped rutile TiO2 

colossal permittivity material was reported, exhibiting high dielectric permittivity (>104) and 

low dielectric loss (<0.05) simultaneously over a wide frequency and temperature range [3]. 

After that, this donor and acceptor ions’ co-doping strategy has been applied to different 

material systems, and a series of CP materials have been developed. Rutile TiO2 ceramics co-

doped with trivalent (Al3+, Ga3+, and Bi3+) and pentavalent (Nb5+, Ta5+) cations exhibited good 

dielectric properties [4-7]. Colossal permittivity has also been obtained from (Nb, Ga) co-doped 

perovskite BaTiO3, (Nb, Al) codoped rutile SnO2, and (Li, In) co-doped ZnO ceramics [8-10]. 

Recently many efforts have focused on developing dielectric materials with very high quality 

factors, Q f (Q   tan δ-1; f: measuring frequency), for the use as dielectric resonators and as 

substrates for high temperature superconducting (HTSC) microwave devices [11-12]. The 

quality factor of dielectric resonators determines their frequency selectivity. In addition to a 

high quality factor, a high relative permittivity (ɛr) and very small temperature coefficient of 

resonant frequency (τf ) are necessary for the size reduction and stability of resonators, 

respectively. Many compounds such as (Ba, Pb) O–Nd2O3–TiO2, (Zr, Sn) TiO4, 

Ba(Zn1/3Ta2/3)O3 and (Mg, Ca)TiO3 have therefore been developed [13]. Although these 

compounds exhibit good dielectric properties, a large demand exists for new materials. 
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Lanthanum aluminate (LaAlO3), which belongs to the perovskite type oxide materials, has been 

widely used as a substrate of high-temperature superconductor and ferroelectric thin films due 

to their low dielectric loss and minor lattice mismatch between the substrate and film [14-15]. 

The discovery of ferroelectricity in BaTiO3 has grown interest on a large number of ABO3 type 

materials such as MgTiO3, CaTiO3, SrTiO3, LaAlO3 etc. that have various important 

applications in electronic industries as they exhibit diverse electrical properties such as 

superconductivity, ferroelectricity, piezoelectricity, magnetism and dielectric properties. 

Diversity of structures of BaTiO3 based perovskite attracted the attention of the researchers in a 

wide range of fields including solid state chemistry, physics and communication technology.

Capacitors are one of the key components in the electrical circuits and the present trend in the 

electronics industries is the development of smaller electrical devices. Ferroelectric materials 

play an important role in the development of miniaturized capacitors and the overall size of the 

circuits. A relatively high value of dielectric constant (ε) makes it possible to minimize the size 

of the capacitor and decrease the volume of the electronic device. But the value of ε strongly 

depends on the electric field, frequency and temperature which are undesirable for applications 

in most of devices. Thus, the interest is now shifted to find dielectric materials of high ε which 

are independent of the electric field, frequency and temperature. 

Although colossal permittivity could be realized by donor and acceptor ions’ co-doping in 

different matrix materials, the underlying mechanism is controversial. Different polarization 

mechanisms such as the internal barrier layer capacitance (IBLC) effect, Maxwell-Wagner 

(MW) polarization and hopping polaron mechanism have been applied to explain the dielectric 

phenomena [16-18]. We cannot deny that some polarization phenomenon originates from the 

interaction between the matrix defect and dopant. But it would be meaningful for understanding 
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the dielectric polarization mechanism to investigate the contribution of defects only from 

dopants. LaAlO3 is a member of the perovskite family and has an open structure for A and B 

site doping without valence change. It has a moderate dielectric permittivity ( 25) and very low 

dielectric loss ( 10-4) over a wide frequency and temperature range [19]. Thus, the effect of 

doping elements on dielectric properties of the material is easy to identify. Moreover, the 

substitution of transition metal elements at B sites and their effects on the dielectric behavior of 

LaGaO3 have already been reported [20]. 

1.2 Objectives of the present work 

Present work entails the following objectives: 

 Preparation of various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 (x=0.00, 0.02, 0.04, 0.05) using standard 

solid state reaction technique.    

 Structural characterization was done by the X-ray diffraction (XRD). From the XRD 

results, lattice parameters, density and porosity of all the compositions were determined. 

 Surface morphology and average grain sizes of all samples were investigated by a high 

resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM). 

 Frequency and composition dependence of dielectric constant, dielectric loss and ac 

conductivity were studied. 

 Impedance spectroscopy of all the samples was also studied. 

 Investigation of the complex initial permeability as a function of frequency of all the 

studied samples.   
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1.3 Outline of the Thesis 

The summary of the thesis is as follows: 

Chapter-1: Introduction: Motivation and objectives of the present work. 

Chapter-2: Literature review of the present work materials. In this chapter general information 

about perovskite structure, dielectric and magnetic properties of the materials are given. 

Chapter-3: Methodology of sample preparation is described. 

Chapter-4: Experimental techniques used to measure the important parameters during the entire 

study are described. 

Chapter-5: Discusses the results of various investigations of the study and explanation of 

results in the light of existing theories. 

Chapter-6: Conclusions and suggestions for further investigation are presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

Hot topics like high-Tc superconductivity, colossal magnetoresistance and multiferroicity have 

led to a tremendous boost of solid state physics during the last 25 years. These and other 

interesting phenomena to a large extend first have been revealed and intensely investigated in 

transition-metal oxides. The complexity of the ground states of these materials arises from 

strong electronic correlations, enhanced by the interplay of spin, orbital, charge and lattice 

degrees of freedom. These phenomena are a challenge for basic research and also bear 

enormous potentials for future applications as the related ground states are often accompanied 

by so-called “colossal” effects, which are possible building blocks for tomorrow’s correlated 

electronics. 

The measurement of the response of transition-metal oxides to ac electric fields is one of the 

most powerful techniques to provide detailed insight into the underlying physics that may 

comprise very different phenomena, e.g., charge order, molecular or polaronic relaxations, 

magnetocapacitance, hopping charge transport, ferroelectricity or density-wave formation. The 

present work concentrates on materials showing so-called colossal dielectric constants (CDC), 

i.e. values of the real part of the permittivity εʹ exceeding 1000. Since long, materials with high 

dielectric constants are in the focus of interest, not only for purely academic reasons but also 

because new high-εʹ materials are urgently sought after for the further development of modern 

electronics. In general, for the miniaturisation of capacitive electronic elements materials with 

high-εʹ are prerequisite. This is true not only for the common silicon-based integrated-circuit 

technique but also for stand-alone capacitors. For example, the latter, if constructed using 
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materials with CDCs, can reach capacitances high enough to enable their use for energy storage, 

without the disadvantage of escalating volume and weight. Such capacitors can be used, e.g., to 

replace batteries in hybrid vehicles. 

Most of the currently available capacitor materials with CDCs are based on ferroelectrics,  which 

reach very high values of the dielectric constant often exceeding 104. However, ferroelectric 

materials exhibit a strong temperature dependence of εʹ, limiting their straightforward 

application in electronic devices. Currently, the most prominent non-ferroelectric material 

showing colossal values of εʹ is CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO). Initiated by the first reports of extremely 

high dielectric constants in CCTO in 2000 [1]. 

2.2 Origin of colossal dielectric constants 

The most prominent mechanisms that can give rise to enhanced values of the dielectric constant 

are ferroelectricity, charge-density wave formation, hopping charge transport, the metal-

insulator transition. 

2.2.1 Ferroelectricity 

It is known since long that in ferroelectrics very high values of the dielectric constant can arise 

[2-3]. Approaching the ferroelectric phase transition at Tc from high temperatures, εʹ (T) 

strongly increases, usually following a Curie-Weiss behaviour and starts to decrease again 

below Tc. In addition, ferroelectrics have pronounced non-linear dielectric properties, e.g., 

showing characteristic hysteresis loops of the electric-field dependent polarization [3]. Both 

phenomena represent problems for application in electronic devices. This partly can be 

overcome by doping and special processing thereby adjusting microstructure and internal 

interfaces. The well-known ceramic Barrier Layer Capacitors use a combination of interface 
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polarisation effects and ferroelectric materials like BaTiO3 to achieve high capacitance values 

with temperature and voltage dependences that are tolerable at least for some applications [4-6]. 

Ferroelectric transitions often are classified as displacive or order-disorder type. The latter case 

corresponds to the ordering of dipolar degrees of freedom already present at T > Tc . In these 

systems the hopping of the dipoles can lead to strong frequency dependence of εʹ at technically 

relevant frequencies (Hz-GHz) making them less suited for application [3, 7, 8]. In contrast, 

ferroelectrics of displacive type usually show no frequency dependence up to infrared 

frequencies, where the well-known soft-phonon modes appear [3]. 

A special variant of ferroelectrics are the so-called relaxor ferroelectrics [9, 10]. Their static 

dielectric constant shows a strong increase with decreasing temperature just as for canonical 

ferroelectrics. However, this is superimposed by a marked relaxation mode that leads to peaks in 

εʹ (T) at temperatures that are strongly dependent on frequency. Different explanations have 

been proposed for this behaviour, e.g., in terms of polar cluster dynamics, but no consensus has 

been achieved so far [9-13]. 

While in conventional and relaxor ferroelectrics ions or dipoles are the relevant entities 

achieving ferroelectric order, also the ordering of electronic degrees of freedom has been 

considered [14-16]. For example, the occurrence of CDCs of magnitude >4000 detected in the 

mixed-valent transition-metal oxide LuFe2O4 was ascribed to an electronic polarisation 

mechanism involving charge ordering of Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions [17]. Also in certain charge-transfer 

salts a ferroelectric transition of electronic origin recently was discussed [7, 18]. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that in some materials, the so-called incipient ferroelectrics, 

long-range ferroelectric order is prevented by quantum fluctuations at low temperature, setting 

in before complete order is achieved at Tc. At temperatures sufficiently above Tc, εʹ (T) of these 
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materials follows the Curie-Weiss law and thus CDCs are observed. The most prominent 

incipient ferroelectric is SrTiO3 [19], which shows a tendency of εʹ(T) to saturate at low 

temperatures, setting in below about 30K due to the mentioned quantum effects [20]. Besides 

BaTiO3, also SrTiO3 is often employed as dielectric material in commercial ceramic Barrier 

Layer Capacitors. 

2.2.2 Charge-density waves 

In highly anisotropic low-dimensional materials a metal-insulator transition can arise with 

lowering of the temperature, which is accompanied by the formation of a charge-density wave 

(CDW). Here the electronic charge density is a periodic function of position and its period can 

be incommensurate with the crystal lattice. A very well-known example of a CDW system is 

also found in the group of transition-metal oxides, namely the blue bronze, K0.30MoO3 [21]. A 

harmonic oscillator mode at GHz frequencies caused by the CDW being pinned at defects and a 

huge relaxation mode at kHz-MHz involving colossal values of the dielectric constant [22-24]. 

In CDW systems the highest intrinsic dielectric constants of any materials are observed, 

reaching magnitudes of up to 108. Littlewood has proposed screening effects of the pinned 

CDW by the normal electrons, not participating in the CDW, to explain the occurrence of the 

low-frequency relaxation mode and CDCs in this class of materials. Due to the strong frequency 

dependence of εʹ and the high dielectric losses associated with the relaxational modes, CDWs 

are not applied in capacitive devices. 

2.2.3 Hopping charge transport 

Hopping conductivity is the most common charge-transport process in condensed matter. As it 

is intimately related to the occurrence of a power law with negative exponent in the frequency 
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dependent dielectric constant εʹ (ν), it will always lead to a divergence of εʹ for low frequencies 

[25-28]. Hopping conduction is the typical charge-transport process of localised charge carriers. 

In electronic conductors, electrons (or holes) can localise due to disorder. Disorder may arise 

from an amorphous structure, from doping (substitutional disorder) or occur even in nominally 

pure crystals due to slight deviations from stoichiometry or lattice imperfections. Hopping 

conduction leads to a characteristic signature in the frequency dependence of the complex 

conductivity, namely a power-law increase σʹ = σ0νs with the exponent s < 1 [25, 26, 29]. This 

power law was shown by Jonscher [27, 28] to be a quite universal phenomenon in all types of 

disordered matter and termed “Universal Dielectric Response” (UDR). This behaviour can be 

understood in the framework of various models on the charge transport of localised charge 

carriers, including the often-employed variable-range hopping (VRH) model. These models 

originally were developed for amorphous and highly doped semiconductors like doped silicon 

but also, e.g., for thin scandium-oxide films. The typical signature of hopping transport in 

measurements of the ac conductivity was also found in numerous transition-metal oxides. Via 

the Kramers-Kronig relation, the νs power law also leads to a corresponding power law in the 

imaginary part of the ac conductivity, namely σʹʹ = tan(sπ/2)σ0νs [28]. As the dielectric constant 

is directly related to σʹʹ via εʹ = σʹʹ/(2πνε0) (with ε0 the permittivity of vacuum) hopping 

conduction is expected to lead to a power law εʹ ∝  νs−1. Thus, as s < 1, the dielectric constant 

can easily reach colossal magnitudes for low frequencies. However, as the factor tan(sπ/2) 

usually is of the order of one, the dielectric loss εʹʹ = σʹ/(2πνε0) is relatively high (which of 

course is reasonable for a conducting material) rendering this effect unsuited for application. 
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2.2.4 Metal-insulator transition 

It is known since about 100 years that the Clausius-Mosotti relation will lead to a polarisation 

catastrophe, i.e. a divergence of the dielectric constant when approaching the metal-insulator 

(MI) transition from the insulating side [30]. It is naively clear that the reduction of the restoring 

forces experienced by electrons localised at atomic sites, which should occur when the material 

approaches the metallic state with its itinerant electron states, will lead to an increase of the 

electronic polarisability and thus the dielectric constant. Indeed, such a divergence has been 

observed in some cases, the most prominent one being measurements of the dielectric properties 

of doped silicon for increasing doping level [31]. Several theoretical approaches have appeared 

treating this topic and going beyond the simple arguments based on the Clausius-Mosotti 

equation [32]. Prototypical MI transitions are regularly found in transition metal oxides, the 

most well-known ones being those in magnetite, Fe3O4, and vanadium oxide, V2O3. One may 

speculate if some of the observations of CDCs in transition-metal oxides could be due to the fact 

that these materials often are at the verge of a MI transition. However, in most cases interfacial 

effects as treated in the following section seem the more likely explanation. The expected 

divergence of εʹ at the MI transition of course is also accompanied by an increase of the 

conductivity, preventing any technical application of this effect for the construction of 

capacitive components. 

2.3 General Features of LaAlO3 

Lanthanum aluminate is an inorganic compound with the formula LaAlO3, often abbreviated as 

LAO. It is an optically transparent ceramic oxide with a distorted perovskite structure. 

Crystalline LaAlO3 has a relatively high relative dielectric constant of ~25. The most important 

and common use for epitaxial LAO is at the lanthanum aluminate-strontium titanate interface. In 
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2004, it was discovered that when 4 or more unit cells of LAO are epitaxially grown on 

strontium titanate (SrTiO3, STO), a conductive 2-dimensional layer is formed at their interface. 

Individually, LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 are non-magnetic insulators, yet LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interfaces 

exhibit electrical conductivity, superconductivity, ferromagnetism, large negative in-plane 

magnetoresistance, and giant persistent photoconductivity. The study of how these properties 

emerge at the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface is a growing area of research in condensed matter 

physics. 

2.3.1 Perovskite structure 

Perovskite is a family name of a group of materials and the mineral name of calcium titanate 

(CaTiO3) having a structure of the type ABO3. In this structure, the A-site ion, on the corners of 

the lattice, is usually an alkaline earth or rare earth element. B-site ions, on the center of the 

lattice, could be 3d, 4d and 5d transitional metal elements. A-site might be occupied by mono 

valent, divalent or trivalent metal and B-site might be trivalent, tetravalent or pentavalent metal. 

A large number of metallic elements are stable in the perovskite structure. Many ferroelectric 

(including piezoelectric) ceramics such as BT, PT, PZT, PLZT, Lead Magnesium Niobate 

(PMN), KN etc. have a cubic perovskite type structure (in the paraelectric state) with chemical 

formula ABO3 (Fig. 2.1). 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Fig.2.1: Perovskite ABO3 structure with the A and B cations on the corner and body centre positions, respectively. 
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As conventionally drawn, A-site cations occupy the corners of a cube, while B-site cations sit at 

the body center. Six oxygen atoms per unit cell rest on the faces. The lattice constant of the 

perovskite structure is usually close to the 4 Å due to rigidity of the oxygen octahedral network 

and the well-defined oxygen ionic radius of 1.35 Å. 

A practical advantage of the perovskite structure is that many different cations can be 

substituted on both the A- and B- sites without drastically changing the overall structure. 

Complete solid solutions are easily formed between many cations, often across the entire range 

of composition. Even though two cations are compatible in solution, their behaviour can be 

radically different when apart from each other. Thus, it is possible to manipulate a material’s 

properties such as TC or ɛʹ with only a small substitution of a given cation. 

2.4 Dielectrics 

The word dielectric is derived from the prefix dia, originally from Greek, which means 

‘through’ or ‘across’, thus the dielectric is referred to as a material that permits the passage of 

the electric flux but not particles. The dielectric is generally considered a nonconducting or an 

insulating material that can be polarized by applying an electric field as shown in Fig. 2.2. When 

a dielectric is placed in an electric field, electric charges do not flow through the materials as in 

a conductor, but only slightly shift from their average equilibrium positions causing dielectric 

polarization. Because of dielectric polarization, positive charges are displaced toward the field 

and negative charges shift in the opposite direction. This creates an internal electric field which 

reduces the overall field within the dielectric itself. 
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Fig. 2.2: A parallel plate capacitor, where the electrodes are separated by vacuum and a dielectric material. 

 

An insulator, also called a dielectric, is a material that resists the flow of electric charge. In 

insulating materials valence electrons are tightly bonded to their atoms. These materials are used 

in electrical conductors without allowing current through themselves. The study of dielectric 

properties is concerned with the storage and dissipation of electric and magnetic energy in 

materials. It is important to explain various phenomenon in electronics, optics and solid state 

physics. 

Dielectrics are broadly divided into two classes: polar dielectrics and non-polar dielectrics. In 

polar dielectric, a shift has occurred in the atomic structures such that the positive and negative 

charges have an asymmetrical alignment producing an electrical dipole. Non-polar dielectric 

materials lack this inherent dipole in the absence of a polarizing field, however when an external 

potential is applied, a dipole forms a shift in the electron cloud as shown in Fig. 2.3. 
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Fig. 2.3: Non-polar dielectric structure polarizing with external applied field. 

2.4.1 Polarization 

For every dipole, there is a separation between a positive and a negative electric charge. An electric

dipole moment p is associated with each dipole as follows: 

p = q × d (2.1) 

Where q is the magnitude of each dipole charge and d is the distance of separation between 

them. In the presence of an electric field E, which is a vector quantity, a force (or torque) will 

come to bear on an electric dipole to orient it with the applied field; this phenomenon is 

illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The process of dipole alignment is termed polarization [33]. 
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Fig. 2.4: (a) Imposed forces (torque) acting on a dipole by an electric field. (b) Final dipole alignment with the field 

[33]. 

2.4.2 Macroscopic and microscopic polarization 

In accordance to the Poisson equation, the source of the dielectric displacement D is given by 

the density of charges ρ: 

       div D = ρ (2.2) 

Equation (2.2) shows that electric displacement can be considerably increased from charges in 

the materials. Based on this relation, the global charge neutrality of matter within an external 

field is described by: 

        D = ε0 E + P (2.3) 

ε0E represent the vacuum contribution induced by the externally applied electric field, P is the 

electrical polarization of the matter. It is important to note that P can be induced by pyroelectric 

polarization, piezoelectric polarization, ferroelectric polarization or dielectric polarization (by an 

external electric field). 
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For a pure dielectric material, the polarization is proportional to the electric field in linear 

approximation by: 

                               P = ε0 χe E or D = ε0 εr E (2.4)   

Here, the material properties are: 

χe is the electrical susceptibility, 

εr is the relative dielectric constant with εr = 1 + χe, 

For many dielectrics, χe and εr are field-independent. However, large electric fields can lead to 

strong non-linear dielectric properties. Therefore tunable dielectrics are achieved. From the 

device point of view, this property (tunability) is particularly interesting as the capacity to store 

charges can be tuned by varying the voltage [34]. We can note that in ferroelectric materials, the 

variation in εr leads to a hysteresis behaviour as shown in Fig. 2.5.  

              

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.5: Bias field dependence of the dielectric constant of (a) typical dielectric, (b) tunable dielectric and (c) 

ferroelectric material [34]. 

 

The correlation between the macroscopic polarization P and the microscopic properties of the 

material can be discussed as: the macroscopic polarization P is the sum of all individual dipole 

moments pa with their density Na. The contribution can be described by: 
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                       P = Σ Na pa (2.5) 

If we consider a single (polarizable) particle, and if the particle is put into an electric field, the 

dipole moments are induced by the local electric field Eloc at the dipole site: 

                            P = Na α Eloc (2.6) 

α is the polarizability of an atomic dipole. In condensed matter, the electrostatic interactions 

between the microscopic dipoles make the local electric field different from the external 

macroscopic one Ea, i-e, Eloc ≠ Ea: 

                    Eloc = Ea + Σ Edipole (2.7) 

Therefore, the local field is higher than the macroscopic field inside the dielectric due to 

contribution of all dipoles. 

So far, another field has been voluntary neglected since dipoles were only considered parallel 

oriented along the applied electric field. This hypothesis is true for example when the dielectric 

structure is face-centered cubic. Thus, the barycentre of positive and negative ions is uniform in 

all the directions (isotropic contribution) assuming that field induce by the atoms Eatoms = 0. For 

ferroelectric materials, e.g. BaTiO3, Eatoms cannot be neglected anymore even in the cubic phase 

due to strong directional dependence of the oxygen neighborhood (strong anisotropy) [34]. 

2.4.3 Frequency dependence of polarization 

The total polarization of a dielectric material can be obtained by four contributions. They are 

discussed below. Each one contributes to the dielectric response but in different frequency 

regimes since they involve different polarizable species. Polarization occurs due to several 

atomic mechanisms. For example, let us consider an atom placed inside an electric field. The 
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centre of positive charge is displaced along the applied field direction, while the centre of 

negative charge is displaced in the opposite direction. Thus a dipole is produced. When a 

dielectric material is placed inside an electric field such dipoles are created in all the atoms 

inside. This process of producing electric dipoles which are oriented along the field direction is 

called polarization in dielectrics. 

There are several types of polarization mechanisms. The basic polarizations mechanisms are; 

space charge (αs), orientational or dipolar (αo), ionic (αi) and electronic (αe) (Fig.2.6). The total 

polarizability of dielectric placed in an alternating field can be written as: 

                    αTot = αs + αo + αi + αe (2.8) 

Space charge polarization could exist in dielectric material if the density of charge carrier is 

not homogeneously distributed. This polarization is the slowest process, as it involves the 

diffusion of ions over several inter-atomic distances. The relaxation time for this process is 

related to the frequency of successful jumps of ions under the influence of the applied field, a 

typical value being 102 Hz. Correspondingly, space charge polarization occurs at lower 

frequencies (50 ~ 60 Hz). Consider a dielectric medium placed between two electrodes. When 

no field is applied to the electrode, the positive and negative charges are not separated and there 

are fixed number of charges. On the other hand, when an electric field is applied, the charges are 

separated. The positive charges are accumulated near the negative electrode. Therefore, a dipole 

moment is induced due to displacement of ions. Then, the induced dipole moment per unit 

volume gives the induced polarization. This polarization is also known as interfacial 

polarization. This polarization is also known as Maxwell-Wagner polarization. 

Dipolar polarization or orientational polarization arises when the substance is built up of 

molecules possessing a permanent electronic dipole moment which may be more or less free to 
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change orientation in an applied electronic field. More clearly, according to Debye, this type of 

polarization is due to the rotation (orientation) of the molecules of polar dielectrics having a 

constant dipole moment in the direction of the applied electric field. Orientation polarization is 

even slower than ionic polarization. The relaxation time for orientation polarization in a liquid is 

less than that in a solid. For example the relaxation time for orientation polarization is 10-10 s in 

liquid propyl alcohol while it is 3 × 10-6 s in solid ice. Orientation polarization occurs when the 

frequency of the applied voltage is in the audio range. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.6: Frequency dependence of the polarization processes. 

Ionic polarization comes from the displacement and deformation of a charged ion with respect 

to other ions, i.e. ionic polarization is due to displacement of ions over a small distance due to 

the applied field. Since ions are heavier than electron cloud, the time taken for displacement is 

larger. The frequency with which ions are displaced is of the same order as the lattice vibration 

frequency (~1013 Hz). This means that for optical frequency the ions do not respond, as the time 

required for lattice vibrations is nearly 100 times larger than the period of applied voltage at 
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optical frequency. Hence, at optical frequencies, there is no ionic polarization. If the frequency 

of the applied voltage is less than 1013 Hz, the ions respond. Hence at 1013 Hz, we have both 

electronic polarization and ionic polarization responding. 

Electronic polarization exists in all materials. It is based on the displacement of the negatively 

charged electron shell against the positively charged core. This displacement occurs due to the 

equilibrium between restoration and electric forces. Electronic polarization may be understood 

by assuming an atom as a point nucleus surrounded by spherical electron cloud of uniform 

charge density. In a solid, the resonance frequencies correspond to electronic inter- and intra-

band transitions. Electronic polarization is extremely rapid. Even when the frequency of the 

applied voltage is very high in the optical range (~ 1015 Hz), electronic polarization occurs 

during every cycle of the applied voltage. 

In the calculation of total polarization, the space charge polarization is not taken into account, 

since it occurs as interface and it is very small and hence negligible. In addition to this, the 

fields are not well defined at interfaces. Therefore, the total polarization vector is given by, 

                         P= Pe+ Pi +Po (2.9) 

Where Pe is electronic polarization, Pi is ionic polarization and Po is orientational polarization. 

2.5 Dielectric properties 

Studies of dielectric properties provide a great deal of information about the suitability of the 

material for various applications. Dielectric constant (ɛʹ), dielectric loss (tanδE) and dielectric 

break down are important parameters for dielectric materials. 
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2.5.1 Dielectric Constant 

The dielectric constant is a number relating the ability of a material to carry alternating current 

to the ability of vacuum to carry alternating current. The capacitance created by the presence of 

the material is directly related to the dielectric Constant of the material. Also, the dielectric 

constant is the ratio of the permittivity of a substance to the permittivity of free space. It is an 

expression of the extent to which a material concentrates electric flux, and is the electrical 

equivalent of relative magnetic permeability. As the dielectric constant increases, the electric 

flux density increases, if all other factors remain unchanged. This enables objects of a given 

size, such as sets of metal plates, to hold their electric charge for long periods of time, and/or to 

hold large quantities of charge. 

The capacitance for a parallel plate capacitor with vacuum between the capacitor plates is given 

by, 

C0 = ε0A/d (2.10) 
 

Where ɛ0 is the permittivity of free space, A is the area of electrode and d is the separation 

between two electrodes. 

When a dielectric (electrical insulator) fills the space between the plates, the capacitance of the 

capacitor is increased by a factor ɛʹ, which is called the dielectric constant of the dielectric 

material. Therefore, for a parallel plate capacitor with a dielectric between the capacitor plates, 

the capacitance, C is given by, 

                C = εʹε0A/d (2.11) 

Therefore, the dielectric constant of the given dielectric material can be written as, 

                           ɛʹ = C/C0 (2.12) 
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2.5.1.1 Dependence of dielectric properties on various factors 

ɛʹ is the property of a dielectric medium that determines the force of the electric charges that 

exerts on the dielectric. The value of ɛʹ depends on the several external factors, such as the 

frequency of the voltage applied to the dielectric, temperature, particle size etc. 

2.5.1.2 Dependence of dielectric constant on frequency 

The time required for electronic or ionic polarization to set in, is very small as compared with 

the time of voltage sign change with the half period of alternating voltage, even of the highest 

frequencies which find practical use in electrical and radio engineering. For this reason, the 

polarization of deformational mechanism of polarization, completely settles itself during a very 

short period of time as compared with voltage half period. The value of ɛʹ of non-polar 

dielectrics does not depend on frequency when it changes within very broad limits. 

The value of ɛʹ depends on frequency only in the case of polar dielectrics. When the frequency 

of alternative voltage increases the value of ɛʹ of a polar dielectric at first remains invariable but 

above a certain critical frequency ‘fo’ (when polarization fails to settle itself completely during 

one half periods) ɛʹ begins to drop approaching. At very high frequencies, ɛʹ behaves like the 

typical value of non-polar dielectrics. 

2.5.1.3 Dependence of dielectric constant on temperature 

The process of electronic polarization in non-polar dielectric does not depend on temperature 

because temperature does not affect the electronic polarizability of molecules. However, due to 

thermal expansion of matter, the ratio of number of molecules in the effective length, L of the 

dielectric diminishes when temperature increases and thus ɛʹ also diminishes. In solid ionic 

dielectric, the dependence of ɛʹ on temperature may be different. In most cases an ionic 
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mechanism of polarization increases when the temperature grows. In polycrystalline materials at 

low frequency region space charges become more active during the arise of temperature and 

hence ɛʹ increases. However, in some cases, the value of ɛʹ may diminish when temperature 

rises, particularly in those substances in which ionic displacement intensifies the internal field 

and thereby electronic polarization. 

In the low temperature region, in most cases the molecules cannot orient themselves in polar 

dielectrics. When the temperature rises, the orientation of dipole is facilitated and this increases 

ɛʹ. As the temperature rises the chaotic thermal oscillations of molecules are intensified and the 

degree of orderliness of their orientation is decreased. 

2.5.2 Dielectric loss 

Dielectric loss is a special type of friction. When an electric field is applied to a dielectric 

material, dielectric polarization occurs. The total polarization is the sum of various 

contributions, e.g. electronic polarization due to the relative displacement of electrons and 

nuclei, dipolar polarization due to orientation of dipoles, ionic polarization due to the relative 

displacement of ions and interfacial or Maxwell-Wagner polarization when there are boundaries 

between the components of a heterogeneous system. Each mechanism contributes to the 

polarization up to a given frequency. Above that frequency, its contribution can no longer 

contribute and lowers the dielectric constant. At very low frequencies the polarization easily 

follows the alternating field, thus its contribution to the dielectric constant is maximum and no 

loss occurs. But at high frequency the polarization begins to lag behind the electric field and 

energy is dissipated. An ideal dielectric would allow no flow of electronic charge, only a 

displacement of charge via polarization. If a plate of such ideal material is placed between the 

capacitive cell shown in Fig. 2.7 and a dc voltage is applied, the current through the circuit 
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would decay exponentially to zero with time. But this will not happen if an alternating (sine 

wave) electric field is applied. For real dielectric material, the current I has two vector 

components, real IR and imaginary IC. The condition of loss (not so good) is illustrated in Fig. 

2.7(b) which is an equivalent circuit analogous of a resistance in parallel with the capacitor [35]. 

The current IC represents a (watt less) capacitive current proportional to the charge stored in the 

capacitor. It is frequency dependent and leads the voltage by 90º. On the other hand, the current 

IR is ac conduction current in phase with the voltage V, which represents the energy loss or 

power dissipated in the dielectric. The resultant angle between the current and the voltage is φ 

somewhat less than 90º. The current in real capacitor lags slightly behind what it would be in an 

ideal capacitor. The angle of lag is defined as δ and the amount of lag becomes tanδE or loss 

tangent. 

By definition, 

       
  

  
      

   

   (2.13) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.7: Equivalent circuit diagrams: (a) capacitive cell, (b) charging loss current and (c) loss tangent [35]. 
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2.5.2.1 Factors affecting dielectric losses 

The tanδE is very sensitive to humidity. Hence the microwave measurements should be done in 

an air-conditioned room. The samples should be heated in an oven to remove the moisture 

before starting the experiments. For a low loss material, it should contain lowest possible 

concentration of dipoles and charge carriers with lowest possible mobility. However, it is a fact 

that most technically important insulating materials are far from very pure and often contain 

deliberate or accidental admixtures of substances which are necessary for their processing. The 

disordered charge distributions in the crystal lattice also contribute to dielectric loss. Dielectric 

losses occur if the charge distribution in the crystal deviates from perfect periodicity. In 1964, 

Schlomann reported that in ionic non-conducting crystals, the loss tangent increases when the 

ions are distributed disorderly in such a way that they break the periodic arrangement of atoms 

in the crystal [36]. The loss tangent depends strongly on the spatial correlation between charge 

deviations. He reported that the loss tangent is negligible if the disordered charge distribution in 

the crystal maintains the charge neutrality within a short range of the order of lattice constant. 

The intrinsic quality factor (Qi = 1/tanδE) of any given material will vary with the frequency of 

measurements. For many materials the dielectric loss tangent almost linearly increases as the 

frequency increases. Hence often the intrinsic quality factor (1/tanδE) is reported as Qif = f/tanδE 

(in GHz) since this value is the first approximation constant. Assumption that the value of Qif is 

constant is satisfied the best for the well-densified ceramics at certain limited frequency range. 

In practice, samples measured at higher frequencies (5–12 GHz) always give higher Qif values 

than the same material measured at lower frequencies of 1–3 GHz. This difference may be 

related to ceramic processing. The bigger samples resonating at lower frequencies statistically 

contain more imperfections than smaller ceramic pucks resonating at larger frequencies. The 
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presence of porosity decreases the quality factor due to the presence of moisture in the pores. 

Hence porous samples show an increase in Qif on warming up due to escape of trapped 

moisture. 

There is no predictive theory to account for the microwave loss in dielectric ceramics. Hence the 

approach to find new dielectric resonator materials is largely done by trial and error method 

involving preparing and testing a large number of samples. This is a laborious and time 

consuming job. The quality factor is highly dependent not only on the intrinsic quality of the 

ceramic material, but also on the method of measurement, the measurement environment and 

the frequency at which the sample is measured. A given material sample may exhibit greatly 

differing quality factors when tested in different test fixtures and environments which may vary 

in size, shape, conductor quality, coupling, type of sample support, ambient temperature and 

relative humidity. 

2.5.3 Dielectric strength 

An important aspect in considering the dielectric properties of a high- ɛʹ ceramic is its 

breakdown characteristics. This is sometimes referred to as the “strength” of a dielectric. There 

are three main breakdown mechanisms; thermal, electrical and discharge [37-39]. 

Thermal breakdown occurs when high frequency potentials are applied for a certain period of 

time. In this case, energy in the dielectric can be lost to heat, which results in an increase in the 

dissipation factor that in turn, generates more heat and causes a catastrophic breakdown event. 

Electrical breakdown occurs when a high enough electric field (106~107 V/cm) is applied. When 

subjected to an electric field, some electrons will gain enough energy to ionize other constituent 

ions, which leads to an avalanche effect due to the increasing number of electrons in the system. 

This is a result of the microstructure and grain size and is usually referred to as the “intrinsic” 
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strength. It has been shown that the dielectric strength of a material (DS) is directly related to 

the thickness of the sample (d), where VB is the breakdown voltage [39]. 

DS =   

 
(2.14) 

Discharge breakdown is similar to electrical breakdown but its cause is more specific. In this 

type of breakdown, the electric field is greater in a flaw than in the rest of the dielectric. This 

will cause the flaw to discharge, which leads to charge leakage and breakdown. Independent of 

the breakdown mechanism, the dielectric strength of a material is influenced by its composition, 

microstructure and testing conditions such as electrode configuration and sample thickness. By 

using thin films, the dielectric strength of a material can be increased dramatically due to more 

direct electrode contact with the dielectric and lower defect density. Now that the characteristics 

of energy storage have been discussed, the four main types of capacitors will be introduced. 

2.6 Relaxation phenomena 

Debye relaxation is a very simple model where only two polarizable species are assumed in the 

dielectric. Thus, the dielectric parameters will undergo a single relaxation time τ which denotes 

the transition time between one species and the other one. Both are contributing to the dielectric 

response but at different frequencies. Let us take the example of a ceramics including two 

possible dielectric contributions; one from grain boundaries and the other from the grains. Each 

contribution is usually represented using the impedance diagram (–Zʹʹ vs. Zʹ), as shown in Fig. 

2.8 (b). They can also be represented by an equivalent circuit also depicted in Fig. 2.8. Both 

contributions can be easily distinguished with the impedance diagram but the relaxation process 

between them can only be evidenced using the Cole-Cole diagram [40-41] by plotting εrʹʹ vs εrʹ. 

Finally, it is important to note that if only one species is considered in the dielectric, no 
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mechanism of relaxation has to be expected (as shown in Fig. 2.8 (a)). The Debye relaxation is 

usually expressed in the complex permittivity ε of a medium as a function of the field frequency 

ω: 

                       ɛ(ω) = ɛα + 
      

     
 (2.15) 

Where ε∞ is the high frequency permittivity, εs is the low frequency permittivity (static) and τ 

describes the characteristic relaxation. In the case of a pure Debye relaxation the plot of εrʹ vs. 

εrʹʹ the frequency is shown in Fig. 2.9 (a). 

Maxwell Wagner (MW) effect is commonly involved if a material is electrically heterogeneous. 

This dispersion occurs because of the charging of the interfaces within the material. This 

phenomenon does not arise from dielectric relaxation in the bulk phases of the material (which 

might also be present), but is a consequence of the boundary conditions on the fields at the 

interfaces between phases. Interfacial effects typically dominate the dielectric properties of 

doped-LaAlO3, when free charges induce by doping are located at the interfaces (grain 

boundaries, domain walls, electrodes). The typical Maxwell Wagner behavior is plotted in Fig. 

2.9 (b). In a MW system, the real part is the same as in Debye relaxation. Analysis of the real 

part of relative permittivity is therefore not useful for identification of interfacial polarization 

effects. On the other hand, analysis of the imaginary permittivity does distinguish Debye from 

MW behavior. 
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Fig. 2.8: Impedance diagrams (top) and Cole-Cole diagrams (bottom) for one polarizable specie in the dielectric a) 

and typical Debye relaxation with two polarizable species b). Impedance diagram is not an appropriate plot to 

observe the relaxation process [42]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.9: (a) Frequency dependence of real and imaginary part for the case of Debye-type relaxation process. (b) 

Form of the imaginary permittivity response expected from both Maxwell Wagner and Debye models [42]. 
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2.7 Magnetism 

Magnetism is a class of physical phenomena that are mediated by magnetic fields. Electric 

currents and the magnetic moments of elementary particles give rise to a magnetic field, which 

acts on other currents and magnetic moments. The origin of the magnetic moments responsible 

for magnetization can be either microscopic electric currents resulting from the motion of 

electrons in atoms or the spin of the electrons or the nuclei [43]. Five basic types of magnetism 

can be described: diamagnetism, paramagnetism, ferromagnetism, antiferromagnetism and 

ferrimagnetism. In the presence of an externally applied magnetic field the atomic current loops 

created by the orbital motion of electrons respond to oppose the applied field. All materials 

display this type of weak repulsion to a magnetic field known as diamagnetism. Diamagnetism 

is observed in materials with filled electronic subshells where the magnetic moments are paired 

and overall cancel each other. All other types of magnetic behavior observed in materials are at 

least partially attributed to unpaired electrons in atomic shells, often in the 3d or 4f shells of 

each atom. Materials whose atomic magnetic moments are uncoupled display paramagnetism. 

The most familiar effects occur in ferromagnetic materials, which are strongly attracted by 

magnetic fields and can be magnetized to become permanent magnets, producing magnetic 

fields themselves. Only a few substances are ferromagnetic; the most common ones are iron, 

nickel and cobalt and their alloys. Materials having atomic magnetic moments of equal 

magnitude that arranged in an antiparallel fashion display antiferromagnetism. Ferrimagnetism 

is a property exhibited by materials whose atoms or ions tend to assume an ordered but 

nonparallel arrangement of moments in zero applied field below a certain characteristic 

temperature known as the Neel temperature. Different types of magnetism are illustrated in Fig. 

2.10. 
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Fig. 2.10: Various types of magnetism. 

2.7.1 Permeability 

In electromagnetism, permeability is the measure of the ability of a material to support the 

formation of a magnetic field within itself [44]. Hence, it is the degree of magnetization that a 

material obtains in response to an applied magnetic field. Permeability is defined as the 

proportionality constant between the magnetic field induction B and applied field intensity H: 

B = μH       (2.16) 

If the applied field is very low, approaching zero, the ratio will be called the initial permeability
μi. 
 

A useful tool for dealing with high frequency magnetic effects is the complex permeability. 

While at low frequencies in a linear material the magnetic field and the auxiliary magnetic field 

are simply proportional to each other through some scalar permeability, at high frequencies 
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these quantities will react to each other with some lag time. A magnetic material subjected to an 

ac magnetic field can be written as, 

                 (2.17) 

It is observed that the magnetic induction B lag behind H. This is caused by the presence of 

various losses and is thus expressed as, 

     
         (2.18) 

Here δ is the phase angle that marks the delay of B with respect to H. The permeability is then 

given by, 

                           
 

 
  

             

      
  

      

  
(2.19) 

By Euler’s formula, the complex permeability can be translated from polar to rectangular form, 

   
  

  
       

  

  
              (2.20) 

Where 

    
  

  
    (2.21) 

     
  

  
     (2.22) 

The real part μʹ of complex permeability (μ), as expressed in equation (2. 0) represents the 

component of B which is in phase with H, so it corresponds to the normal permeability. If there 

are no losses, we should have μ = μʹ The imaginary part μʹʹ corresponds to that of B, which is 

delayed by phase angle 90o from H. The presence of such a component requires a supply of 

energy to maintain the alternating magnetization, regardless of the origin of delay. 
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The ratio of the imaginary to the real part of the complex permeability is called the loss tangent, 

      
   

  
(2.23) 

Whice provides a measure of how much power is lost in a material versus how much is stored. 

This occurs due to the irreversible domain wall movements. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY OF SAMPLE PREPARATION 

 

The most of the important properties needed for polycrystalline ceramics applications are not 

only intrinsic but also extrinsic, so the preparation of polycrystalline ceramics samples has to 

encounter additional complexity day by day. The properties of polycrystalline ceramics materials 

are strongly influenced by preparation methodology. The preparation of polycrystalline ceramics 

with optimum desired properties is still a complex and difficult task [1-5]. Therefore, the 

knowledge of preparation and the control of the chemical composition, homogeneity and 

microstructure are very crucial. There are several techniques available in the literature for the 

synthesis of ceramic samples. 

3.1 Sample Preparation Techniques 

There are basically two approaches for sample preparation [6]. 

    1. The chemical method. 

     2. The mechanical method. 

The mechanical methods can be divided into two types, 

     a. High energy ball milling. 

     b. Solid state reaction technique or mixed oxide process. 

Similarly, the following chemical methods are generally used for the synthesis of ceramics 

materials. 

    a. Auto-combustion technique. 

    b. Sol-gel method. 
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    c. Hydrothermal method. 

    d. Co-precipitation technique, etc. 

Both the mechanical and chemical methods have some advantages and disadvantages. The 

advantages of the mechanical methods include large-scale production of bulk ceramic powder at 

low cost and comparatively easy adaptability. However, in the conventional solid-state reaction 

method the particles are being coarse due to the high temperature and heating for long time [6].

Chemical methods are generally used to prepare fine powder with improved homogeneity and 

densification. The chemical precursors used in the sample preparation process can simply be 

refined to enhance the purity of the desired composition. It is also easy to control the 

stoichiometry and particle size with less processing time. However, the chemical techniques are 

generally complex than the conventional solid-state route and the large-scale production is 

sometimes difficult. 

In this thesis, the most economical and comparatively simple mixed oxide process (conventional 

solid-state reaction technique) is used for preparing the different compositions of LaAlO3 based 

ceramics. 

3.2 Standard solid state reaction technique 

The solid-state reaction method is the most widely used technique for the synthesis of 

polycrystalline materials from a mixture of solid starting materials. It is a direct reaction 

technique between the starting raw materials (usually powders). At room temperature, solids do 

not react together. High temperature (often 800 to 1600 oC) is required to take place the reaction 

at an appreciable rate. There are several factors on which the rate of reaction and feasibility 

depend including structural properties of the reactants, reaction conditions, surface area of the 

solids, reactivity of solids, and change of the thermodynamic free energy associated with the 
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reaction [7, 8]. Solid-state reaction is generally slow because during the reaction process a large 

number of bonds break and the ions migrate through a solid unlike gas phase and solution 

reactions [6]. Diffusion acts as the limiting factor in solid state reaction. So by controlling the 

diffusion of the cations through the product layer the solid state reaction rate can be controlled. 

The reaction takes place more quickly with the increase of temperature and reaction does not 

take place until the reaction temperature reaches at least two third of the melting point of one of 

the reactants [6]. The basic steps involved in the solid state reaction method are discussed below. 

3.2.1 Reagents 

Reagents are the solid reactants which are used to prepare a solid sample. The selected raw 

materials are first weighed out according to the stoichiometry of the compound. In this case, the 

impurity and moisture content should be taken into consideration. Before weighing the reactants 

should be dried thoroughly. 

3.2.2 Mixing 

After weighing the required amount of raw materials, they are mechanically mixed and then 

grind to control the particle size and for making the mixture homogeneous. For this purpose 

milling operation is carried out which can reduce the particle size to 1-10 μm range [9].  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1: Balance, mortar and pestle. 
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For mixing small amount of reactants, generally an agate mortar and pestle are used as shown in 

Fig. 3.1. Sometimes volatile organic liquid (acetone or alcohol) is used to make the mixture 

more homogeneous. During the mixing and grinding process the organic liquid volatilizes 

gradually and evaporates completely after 10 to 15 minutes. Ball milling process is adopted 

when the quantity of raw materials are much larger than 20 to 25 gm. Since increase in surface 

area may increase the reaction rate, fine grained materials should be used. 

3.2.3 Calcination 

Next step is the solid state reaction between the constituents of the raw materials at suitable high 

temperature. This process is known as firing or calcinations. Calcination is typically a chemical 

reaction technique during which either complete or partial phase of the material is formed. 

During the calcinations process the unwanted gases and impurities are removed from the desired 

composition. It also helps in homogenization of the powder sample and reducing the shrinkage. 

Calcination causes the constituents to interact by inter diffusion of their ions and resulting in a 

homogeneous body. The control over the stoichiometry is necessary during the calcinations 

process and for it, volatile constituents should be compensated. This thermal treatment process 

can be carried out in the absence or limited supply of air. Calcination reactions occur at or above 

the thermal decomposition temperature of the constituent starting materials. This reaction takes 

place at temperature below the melting points of the raw materials [10]. The calcinations 

temperature is the temperature at which the standard Gibbs free energy for a particular 

calcination reaction is equal to zero [11]. The calcination temperature for a desired composition 

can be selected from the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential thermal analysis (DTA) 

and the differential thermogravimetric analysis (DTG). In general, the calcination of raw 

materials is involved with four physical processes [6]. 
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    1. Linear expansion of the particles (< 400 oC) 

    2. Solid phase reaction (400 to 750 oC) 

    3. Contraction of product (750 to 850 oC) 

    4. Grain growth (> 850 oC) 

A programmable furnace is typically used for the high temperature heat treatment. Crucible or 

boat can be used as container of sample. However, it is important to choose a suitable container 

material. The container material should be chemically inert to the reactants under the heating 

conditions used. A typical diagram of the container of sample and a programmable furnace are 

illustrated in Fig. 3.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2: Typical diagram of a crucible and a programmable electric furnace. 

3.2.4 Green body preparation 

Before further shaping the calcined powder is grind or ball milled again for few hours. Usually, 

the calcined powder is mixed with an organic binder (Polyvinyl alcohol- PVA) for making the 

sample more strengthened so that handling of the sample between the shaping and sintering 

process may not be difficult. It is very important that to choose such a reagent as binder which is 
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removable from the pressed sample after sintering without any disruptive effect. There are 

various methods available for shaping powder sample. These are, 

1. Uniaxial pressing 

2. Isostatic pressing 

3. Extrusion 

4. Calendering 

5. Jiggering 

6. Band casting 

7. Silk screening 

8. Slip casting 

9. Injection moulding 

However, in the present work uniaxial pressing technique is used among these different shaping 

methods. 

3.2.5 Uniaxial pressing 

Uniaxial pressing is used to make compacts of small sizes with simple shapes of the calcined 

powder. It is carried out in a die having movable top. A cavity is formed at the bottom in lower 

portion. This cavity is filled with free flowing granulated powder and then it is struck with the 

top of the die. With the help of the top-punch, pressure in the range of 4000 to 8000 psi is 

applied by a Hydraulic press. A lot of care at various levels of mixing is needed while using this 

pressing technique, as samples prepared by this technique show the mechanical cracks and 

layering after sintering. Highly polished die and punch surfaces help to reduce wall friction and 
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tools are made of hardened steels to minimize wear and maintain surface finish. The process is 

shown in Fig. 3.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.3: Uniaxial pressing. 

3.2.6 Sintering 

Sintering is the process of compacting and forming a solid mass of material by heat or pressure 

without melting it to the point of liquefaction. It is the process in which the green compacts are 

generally consolidated into strong and dense polycrystalline aggregates [6]. During sintering at 

an appreciable temperature, the atomic motion is more violent and the area between grains in 

contact increases due to the thermal expansion of the grains and finally only one interface 

between two grains remains. This corresponds to a state with much lower surface energy. In this 

state, the atoms on the grain surfaces are affected by neighboring atoms in all directions, which 

results in densified ceramic [10]. Sintering is effective when the process reduces the porosity and 

enhances properties such as strength, electrical conductivity, translucency, thermal conductivity 

etc. 
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Coble and Burke derived an empirical relationship regarding the rate of grain growth with 

sintering time given as follows [12], 

 

                                      D = kTn      (3.1) 

Where D stands for the mean grain diameter, n is about 1/3, T is the sintering time and k is a 

temperature dependent parameter. Sintering can be divided into three stages as shown in Fig. 3.4.  

Stage-1: Contact area between particles increases, 

Stage-2: Porosity changes from open to close porosity, 

Stage-3: Pore volume decreases and grains begin to grow. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.4: Schematic representation of sintering stages: (a) green body, (b) initial stage, (c) intermediate stage and (d) 

final stage [13]. 

 

At the beginning of the sintering process, at high temperature, the lattice distortion and internal 

strain are reduced by atomic diffusion. This is known as the recovery process. When the 

temperature increases further, a recrystallization process occurs through atomic diffusion. During 

recryslattization, new crystal nuclei form and grow at grain boundaries and in other regions 

inside the grain with higher free energies. Meanwhile some grains grow by swallowing up other 

smaller grains. In the recrystllization stage grain growth is usually realized through the motion of 
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grain boundaries. Generally, higher the sintering temperature, larger the grains would grow, as 

the grain growth is caused by atomic diffusion, which increases with the increase in sintering 

temperature. However, if the sintering time is too long or the sintering temperature is so high, the 

density of the sample may be reduced due to the formation of larger grains. 

3.2.7 Preparation of the Present Samples 

The conventional solid state reaction technique is used for synthesizing the (Ca, Mn) co-doped 

LaAlO3 ceramics with formula LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 where (x=0.00, 0.02, 0.04, 0.05). La2O3 

(≥99.9%), Al2O3 (≥99.9%), MnCO3 (≥99.9%) and CaCO3 (≥99.99%) are taken as the starting 

materials (raw materials). Stoichiometric amounts of the raw materials (powder form) are 

properly mixed in an agate mortar by hand milling for about 6 hours. Acetone (Propanone) is 

used as a volatile organic liquid for making the mixer more homogeneous. During the mixing 

and grinding process acetone volatilizes gradually and evaporates completely after 10 to 15 

minutes. After grinding and mixing properly, the dried powders are then calcined in an alumina 

crucible by using a programmable electric furnace at 1273 K for 5 hours in the air with a heating 

and cooling rate of about 10 and 5 oC/min, respectively. The calcined powder is then re-milled 

for 4 hours for ensuring proper homogenization. Finally, the dried fine powders are used to 

prepare the disc shaped pellet and toroid shaped green body by applying uniaxial pressure of 

4000 psi for 1 min through a hydraulic press. Typically 0.90 gm and 0.80 gm fine powder is 

used to make each pellet and toroid shaped green body, respectively. A small drop of poly vinyl 

alcohol (PVA) is mixed as a binder for preparing each of the green body. The green samples are 

then sintered at 1723 K in the air for burning out the PVA and densification. The sintered 

samples are then polished to remove roughness of the surface and any oxide layer formed during 

the sintering process. 
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 Fig. 3.5: Graphical representation for the synthesis of ceramics samples by the solid-state reaction route.  
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

The basic principles of the experimental setup used in this thesis will be introduced in this 

chapter. A detailed review of how such techniques are used for further improvement of the 

dielectric properties of LaAlO3 based ceramics will also be discussed. 

4.1 Structural and Morphological Characterization 

Phase identification and structural analysis of the investigated samples are carried out by using 

X-ray diffractometer. Surface morphology of all the samples is investigated by using the Field 

Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM). The basic principles of these techniques are 

discussed in the following sections. 

4.1.1 X-ray diffraction 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is considered as a one of the most crucial non-destructive tools for 

analyzing all kinds of objects ranging from fluids to powders and solids. XRD is an 

indispensable technique for the characterization of novel materials. XRD methods are widely 

used to identify crystalline phases of various materials and superior in elucidating the tree 

dimensional atomic structure of crystalline materials. The basic properties and functions of 

solids largely depend upon the crystal structures. Therefore, X-ray diffraction technique is an 

essential means in materials research, development and production. 

X-ray diffraction is a phenomenon in which the atoms of a crystalline solid, by virtue of their 

uniform atomic spacing, cause interference pattern of the waves present in an incident beam of 

X-rays. Crystalline solids are generally periodic or regular arrays of atoms. X-rays can be 
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regarded as waves of electromagnetic radiation. The X-ray waves are scattered primarily by the 

electrons of the atom. It can be considered just like an ocean wave which is striking a lighthouse 

producing secondary circular waves originating from the lighthouse [1]. Similarly, an X-ray 

strikes an electron of an atom and produces spherical secondary waves emanating from the 

electron. This phenomenon is generally called elastic scattering and the lighthouse/electron is 

known as the scatterer. A periodic array of scatterers generates a periodic array of spherical 

waves. Through the destructive interference these waves cancel one another out in most 

directions. However, in a few specific directions they are added constructively which is 

determined by Bragg’s law [2], 

                          2d sinθ = nλ   (4.1) 

Where d denotes the spacing between diffracting planes, n is an integer, θ is the incident angle, 

and λ stands for the wavelength of the incident X-ray beam. These specific directions appear as 

spots on the diffraction pattern which is known as reflections [1]. An example of X-ray 

diffraction mechanism is shown in Fig. 4.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1: Graphical representation of X-ray diffraction technique [3]. 
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For producing significant diffraction, the wavelength of the striking wave should be similar in 

size with the spacing between the scatterers. X-rays are typically used to generate the diffraction 

pattern because the wavelength of X-ray is typically the same order of magnitude (1-100 

angstroms) with the spacing between planes in the crystalline solid [1]. According to the 

Bragg’s law, diffraction is only possible when λ   2d [2]. This is the reason why visible light 

can not be used to determine the crystal structure of a material. For cubic structure d is given by, 

 

  
 =  

       

  
(4.2) 

Combining the two equations a relation can be obtained which defines the diffraction angle for 

any set of planes for a given λ if the following condition is satisfied, 

sin2θ =  
             

   
(4.3) 

Similarly, we can have relations for other crystal systems such as tetragonal, orthorhombic etc. 

In this thesis, the crystal structure and phase purity of the studied compositions are investigated 

by using an advanced X-ray diffractometer (Model-Philips PANalytical X’PERT-PRO, Cu-Kα 

is used as target with incident wavelength, λ = 1.540598 Å). A schematic diagram for X-ray 

powder diffraction (XRD) experiment is shown in Fig. 4.2. A typical X-ray diffractometer is 

shown in Fig. 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.2: Schematic diagram for a typical X-ray powder diffraction experiment [4]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.3: A typical X-ray diffractometer used for XRD [5]. 
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The average crystallite size of the selected compositions is estimated from the width of the XRD 

peak by using the Scherrer equation given as follows, 

D =     

     
 (4.4) 

Where D denotes the average crystallite size, λ is the wavelength of X-ray, θ is the angle of the 

incident beam and β is the line broadening at half the maximum intensity (FWHM), after 

subtracting the instrumental line broadening, in radians. From the XRD data the lattice 

parameter of a cubic structural sample can be calculated by using Eq. (4.2). However, for a 

hexagonal structure the following equation is used. 

   

  
 = 

 

 
  

           

  
   

  

  
(4.5) 

Now for determining the precise lattice parameter of a sample the Nelson-Riley method is used 

[6]. The Nelson-Riley function is given by, 

F(θ) =  
 

  
     

    
  

     

 
 (4.6) 

The values of lattice constant of all the peaks for a sample are plotted against F(θ). Then by 

using a least square fit method exact lattice parameter can be determined. The point where the 

least square fit straight line cut the y-axis (i.e. at F(θ) = 0) is the actual lattice parameter of the 

sample. 

4.1.2 Microstructural studies by SEM/FESEM 

The surface morphology of the sintered samples can be investigated by using a high resolution 

optical microscope, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Field Emission Scanning Electron 

Microscope (FESEM) and Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). Scanning Electron 
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Microscopy (SEM) has been a powerful and popular tool for materials surface characterization. 

Electrons are used in electron microscope just like as the light or optical microscope which uses 

visible light for imaging. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a microstructure analysis 

tool which generates image of a sample by scanning the surface of the sample with a focused 

beam of electrons. The type of signals generated in SEM varies and can include characteristic 

X-rays, secondary electrons, and back scattered electrons. Fig. 4.4 shows the type of signals 

produced in SEM and the area from which they are produced. The most general SEM mode is 

the detection of secondary electrons that are emitted by the atoms of the sample excited by the 

incident electron beam. The resolution of SEM image is better than that of a light microscope 

since the wavelength of electrons is much smaller than the wavelength of light. The resolution 

of SEM image can be better than one nanometer [7]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4: Various types of signals which are generated by electron-matter interactions [8]. 
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In a typical SEM, an electron gun is fitted with a tungsten filament cathode from which an 

electron beam is emitted. Because of having highest melting point and lowest vapor pressure of 

all metals tungsten is generally used in thermionic electron gun. The electron beam, which 

typically has an energy ranging from 0.2 KeV to 40 KeV, is focused by one or two condenser 

lenses to a spot about 0.4 nm to 5 nm in diameter. The beam passes through pairs of scanning 

coils or pairs of deflector plates in the electron column, typically in the final lens, which deflect 

the beam in the x and y axes so that it scans in a raster fashion over a rectangular area of the 

sample surface [7]. When the primary electron beam interacts with the sample, the electrons 

lose energy by repeated random scattering and absorption within a teardrop-shaped volume of 

the specimen known as the interaction volume, which extends from less than 100 nm to 

approximately 5 μm into the surface. The energy exchange between the sample and electron 

beam results in the reflection of high-energy electrons by elastic scattering, emission of 

secondary electrons by inelastic scattering and the emission of electromagnetic radiation, each 

of which can be detected by specialized detectors. Electronic amplifier is used to amplify the 

signals, which are displayed as variations in brightness on a computer monitor. Each pixel of 

computer video memory is synchronized with the position of the beam on the specimen in the 

microscope, and the resulting image is, therefore, a distribution map of the intensity of the 

signal being emitted from the scanned area of the specimen [7]. For SEM, the sample is first 

made conductive for current. This is done by coating the sample with an extremely thin layer 

(1.5 - 3.0 nm) of gold or gold-palladium. 
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Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) is another microstructure analysis tool 

just like as SEM, provides many useful information from the surface of a sample with higher 

resolution and much greater energy range than that of SEM. As like as SEM electron beam is 

used for scanning the sample surface. The main difference between a typical SEM and FESEM 

is the electron beam generation system. A field emission gun is used as a source of electrons in 

FESEM that produces extremely focused electron beam. For this reason, spatial resolution is 

improved greatly that enables the function to be performed at very low potentials (0.02-5 KV) 

[9]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.5: Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) setup. 
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In FESEM, Electrons are emitted from a field emission source. They are accelerated in a high 

electrical field gradient. Within the high vacuum column these so-called primary electrons are 

focused and deflected by electronic lenses to produce a narrow scan beam that bombards the 

object. As a result secondary electrons are emitted from every spot on the object. The velocity 

and angle of these secondary electrons are related to the surface structure of the sample. A 

detector catches the secondary electrons and produces an electronic signal which is amplified 

and transformed to a video scan-image that can be seen on a monitor or to a digital image that 

can be saved and processed further. 

The average grain size is evaluated by using the linear intercept technique through the relation, 

D = 1:56L [10]; where D stands for average grain size, and L is the average intercept length 

over a large number of grains as measured on the plane of the sample. For finding out the 

average intercept length several random vertical and horizontal lines are drawn on the 

micrograph of the selected sample. For ensuring the greater accuracy, at least fifty intercept 

lengths are measured in different places for each sample. Then the numbers of intercept length 

are counted and measured the length along the line traversed. Finally, the average grain size is 

evaluated. 

4.2 Density and Porosity Calculation 

The bulk density of the sintered polished pellet shaped samples can be measured by using the 

Archimedes method. In this method, at first weight (Wd) of each fully dried pellet is measured 

by using a precision balance. Then the pellet shaped sample is inserted into the beaker that is 

filled with distilled water. Then the beaker is placed in a small hanger and the saturated weight 

(Ws) of the pellet is measured. By using these two weights the density of the pellet shaped 

specimen can be calculated as follows, 
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ρB = 
  

         
                   (4.7) 

However, in this thesis the experimental or bulk density of the selected compositions is 

calculated by using the following relation, 

ρexp = 
 

    
(4.8) 

Where r is the radius of the pellet shaped sample and h is the thickness of the pellet. The 

theoretical density of all the pellet shaped specimens is evaluated by using the following 

relation, 

ρth = 
  

    
(4.9) 

Where Z denotes the number of formula unit per unit cell, M is the molecular weight, NA is 

defined as the Avogadro’s number (6.023   1023 /mole), and V is the volume of the unit cell. 

The porosity of all the selected compositions is evaluated by using the following expression, 

P(%) =          

   
    100 (4.10) 

Where ρth and ρB is defined as the theoretical and bulk (experimental) density, respectively. 

4.3 Dielectric Properties Measurement 

A dielectric material is typically an insulator which is polarized when subjected to an applied 

electric field. Basically the study of dielectric properties involves the storage and dissipation of 

electric and magnetic energy in materials. Typically the measurement of dielectric constant 

involves the measurement of capacitance Co of a test capacitor with vacuum between its plates. 

Then using the same capacitor and maintaining the same distance between its plates, the 
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capacitance C with a dielectric material between the plates is measured. The relative 

permittivity can now be calculated as, 

ɛr =  

  
(4.11) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.6: Some techniques for the measurement of dielectric properties [11]. 

 

There are several methods available for measuring the dielectric properties of a material. The 

instruments that are used to employ those techniques have some common parts such as, test 

fixtures to hold the specimen under investigation, precise instrumental section and software that 

makes the whole measurement process easier and display the results. Some key instruments are 

the network analyzer, impedance analyzer, LCR meters etc. Some techniques for the 

measurement of dielectric properties are shown in Fig. 4.6. 

In the present study, a precision impedance analyzer is used for investigating the dielectric 

properties of the selected samples. The basic function and working principle of an impedance 

analyzer is discussed below. 
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4.3.1 Impedance Analyzer 

Impedance analyzer is the most widely used instrument in dielectric measurement on a small 

scale. It offers an all-in-one approach for the measurement of capacitance. The instrument is 

used to measure the parasitic resistance and capacitance, and the dielectric constant can be 

evaluated if the physical dimensions of the parallel plate capacitor are known. A typical diagram 

of an impedance analyzer is illustrated in Fig. 4.7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.7: A typical diagram of an impedance analyzer. 

4.3.2 Theory and working principle of Impedance Analyzer 

By applying a comparatively small sinusoidal signal of amplitude A and frequency f to the 

capacitor, the displacement current I through the capacitor and the voltage V across the capacitor 

can be measured by using an Impedance Analyzer and find the complex impedance Z from the 

Ohm’s Law [12]: 

 

 
            (4.12) 

X =  

    
(4.13) 
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When the capacitance under test is small, the reactance X will be large and possibly affected by 

a parasitic resistance. On the other hand, if the capacitance under test is typically large then the 

reactance will be small and likely to be affected by a series resistance. For making the above 

two equations simple, the admittance Y is found instead of the impedance. 

 

 
  

 

 
  (4.14) 

Y = G + jB = Y   (4.15) 

              (4.16) 

B = 2   (4.17) 

Rp =  

 
(4.18) 

In the above equations, B is the susceptance measured in Siemens and G stands for the 

conductance measured also in Siemens. All of these equations are done inside the Impedance 

Analyzer and the capacitance C is displayed along with the parasitic parallel resistance Rp. Other 

useful parameters includes the quality factor Q and the dissipation or loss factor D. These two 

parameters provide a metric for the ratio of parasitic resistance and capacitance. The quality 

factor can be expressed as, 

Q = 
 

 
  

   

 
(4.19) 

If the capacitor is ideal then no parasitic resistance will present. As a result, the quality factor Q 

will be infinity. Hence, under this condition low dissipation factor and high quality factor is 

mostly desirable. The value of the dielectric constant ɛʹ can easily be evaluated by using the 

parallel plate capacitor equation when the capacitance is found. 
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ɛʹ =   

   
  (4.20) 

Where C is the capacitance of the dielectric measured in ‘F’, d is the thickness of the pellet 

shaped sample measured in ‘m’, ɛ  is the dielectric permittivity of free space (8.854   10-12 F/m) 

and A is the cross-sectional area of the electrode measured in ‘m2’. 

4.3.3 Dielectric measurement techniques 

In this thesis, the measurements of dynamic (dielectric and electrical) transport properties are 

performed by using a precision Impedance Analyzer (Wayne Kerr Impedance Analyzer, 6500B) 

as shown in Fig. 4.8. For electrical and dielectric measurement, the pellet shaped samples are 

first polished to remove roughness of the surface and contamination of any other oxides on the 

surface during the sintering process. Both sides of the samples are then painted with conducting 

silver paste for ensuring the good electrical contacts as illustrated in Fig. 4.9. The real part of 

dielectric constant of the selected samples is then calculated by using the following relation 

[13], 

ɛʹ =  

  
(4.21) 

Where C is the capacitance of the sample measured by the Impedance Analyzer and Co is the 

capacitance of the same capacitor without the dielectric material. Co is derived geometrically as 

follows, 

                   Co =    

 
(4.22) 

Where A (=  r2) is the cross-sectional area of the electrode. 
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Fig. 4.8: Experimental setup of Wayne Kerr Impedance Analyzer (6500B). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.9: Silver paste painted two probe arrangements on the sintered sample. 
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The imaginary part of dielectric constant is calculated by using the following relation, 

ɛʹʹ = ɛʹtanδE (4.23) 

Where ‘tanδE’ is known as the loss tangent or dissipation factor D. 

4.3.4 Measurement of ac-conductivity 

For understanding the mechanism of conduction the ac-conductivity of all the selected 

compositions are determined at room temperature for a wide range of frequency. The ac-

conductivity can be calculated according to the following relation [14], 

σac =  

         
(4.24) 

Where Rac is the ac resistance. The electrical conductivity of most of the materials is expressed 
as, 

σ (ω,T) = σdc(T) + σac(ω,T) (4.25) 

Where σdc defines the dc-conductivity which depends only upon the temperature and σac is the 

ac-conductivity which depends both on the frequency and temperature. The frequency 

dependent ac-conductivity can be expressed by the empirical formula, 

σac(ω,T) = Aωn (4.26) 

Where A and n both are constants which depend on temperature as well as composition. The 

constant n is dimensionless and A has units of σac. The ac-conductivity of all the sintered 

samples are evaluated from the dielectric constant data by using the following expression [15], 
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σac = ɛʹɛoωtanδ (4.27) 

Where ω (= 2 f) defines the angular frequency. 

4.4 Impedance Spectroscopy 

The complex impedance spectroscopy is a powerful tool to investigate the electrical properties 

of the complex perovskite oxides [16-17]. The main advantages of the techniques are i) it 

involves relatively simple electrical measurements that can readily be automated ii) the 

measurements can be implemented by using arbitrary electrodes, iii) the results can be often 

correlated with the properties such as composition, microstructure, defects, dielectric properties, 

chemical reaction etc. of the sample, iv) the resistance of the grain boundaries and that of grains 

can be easily separated in most of the polycrystalline samples. 

AC measurements are often made with a Wheatstone bridge type of apparatus (Impedance 

analyzer or LCR meter) in which the resistance R and capacitance C of the sample are measured 

and balanced against variable resistors and capacitors. The impedance     and the phase 

difference (θ) between the voltage and current are measured as a function of frequency for the 

given sample and the technique is called impedance spectroscopy. Analysis of the data is carried 

out by plotting the imaginary part of the impedance Zʹʹ =     cosθ against the real part 

Zʹ =     sinθ on a complex plane called the impedance plot. An impedance plot with linear scale 

is used to analyze the equivalent circuit as follows. Impedance plot of a pure resistor is a point 

on real axis and that of pure capacitor is a straight line coinciding with the imaginary axis. The 

impedance of a parallel RC combination is expressed by the following relation: 

Z* = Zʹ - jZʹʹ =  

        
(4.28) 
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After simplification, one gets 

(   -  
 
)2 + (Zʹʹ)2 =   

 
 2 (4.29) 

Which represents the equation of a circle with radius R/2 and center at (R/2,0). Thus, a plot of Zʹ 

vs. Zʹʹ (as parametric function of ω) will result in a semicircle (Fig. 4.10) of radius R/2. This plot 

is often called a Nyquist plot. The time constant of the simple circuit is defined as 

τ = RC = 
 

  
(4.30) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 4.10: (a) The impedance plot for a circuit of a resistor and a capacitor in parallel and (b) the corresponding 

equivalent circuit [17]. 
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Fig. 4.11: (a) The impedance plot for an ideal polycrystalline sample and (b) the corresponding equivalent circuit 

[17]. 

 

This corresponds to the relaxation time of the sample and the characteristic frequency lies at the 

peak of the semi-circle. In an ideal polycrystalline material, the impedance plot exhibits an arc 

at high frequency corresponds to the bulk property of the sample, an arc at low frequency 

corresponds to the grain boundary behavior and a spike at the lowest frequency corresponds to 

the electrode effect. Fig. 4.11 (a) shows a typical impedance plot for a polycrystalline material 

and Fig. 4.11 (b) represented the equivalent circuit. 
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In this thesis, a precision Impedance Analyzer (Wayne Kerr Impedance Analyzer, 6500B) is 

used for the measurement of real (Zʹ) and imaginary (Zʹʹ) part of the complex impedance as a 

function of frequency at room temperature. 

4.5 Modulus Spectroscopy  

The study of complex modulus spectroscopy provides crucial information about the distribution 

parameters of different micro regions in the polycrystalline sample such as grain, grain 

boundary and electrode interface. This technique is very effective in separating the contributions 

of different factors such as grain boundary effect, bulk effect and interfaces. It is also useful for 

separating the components having similar resistance but quite different capacitance. The real 

and imaginary part of the electric modulus are obtained from the impedance data according to 

the following relations [18], 

Mʹ = 
  

             
 = ωC0Zʹʹ (4.31) 

Mʹʹ = 
   

             
 = ωC0Zʹ (4.32)  

4.6 Complex permeability measurement   

Measurements of permeability basically correspond to the measurements of the change in self-

inductance of a coil in presence of the magnetic core [19]. The behavior of a self-inductance can 

be explained as follows: 
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Let us consider an ideal loss less air coil of inductance Lo. On insertion of a magnetic core with 

permeability μ, the inductance will be μLo. The complex impedance Z of this coil [20] can be 

expressed as follows:    

                            (4.33)    

Where the resistive and reactive parts are given by,   

          (4.34)     

        (4.35) 

Here ω (= 2 f) defines the angular frequency. 

The frequency dependent complex permeability of the selected compositions is investigated by 

using a precision impedance analyzer (Wayne Kerr Impedance Analyzer, 6500B). All the 

measurements are carried out at room temperature in the frequency range 20 Hz to 120 MHz. 

The real and imaginary parts of the complex initial permeability are determined by using the 

following expressions [20], 

  
   

  

  
(4.36) 

  
      

 tanδ (4.37) 

Where    defines the self-inductance of the sample core.   is the inductance of the winding 

coil without the sample core which is derived geometrically by using the following relation, 

    
    

  

   
 (4.38) 
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Where N is the number of turns of the coil (N = 4), S denotes the area of cross section of the 

toroidal shaped sample and    is the mean diameter of the toroidal sample. The cross sectional 

area of the toroid shaped sample can be calculated as follows, 

      (4.39) 

Where 

   
      

 
(4.40) 

Here    is the inner diameter of the sample core and    is the outer diameter of the sample core. 

h is the thickness of the sample core. 

The mean diameter of the toroid shaped sample can be calculated as, 

    
      

 
(4.41) 

The relative quality factor (RQF) is evaluated by using the following relation, 

RQF = 
  

 

    
(4.42) 

Where tanδM (Quality factor; Q = 1/tanδM ) is the loss factor. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Structural Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1: XRD pattern of LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics sintered at 1723 K. 

The XRD patterns of various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 (x = 0.00, 0.02, 0.04, 0.05) sintered at 1723 

K are shown in Fig. 5.1. The XRD patterns indicate that all specimens are single phase 

perovskite structure and no second phase peaks are detected. This implies that Ca and Mn atoms 

have entered into crystalline lattice structure to form a homogeneous solid solution. The XRD 

patterns are in good agreement with a rhombohedrally distorted perovskite structure which is 

equivalent to hexagonal symmetry [1]. As shown in Fig. 5.1, the splitting of the peak is 

observed for different values of dopping content. The splitting peak is the characteristic of 

rhombohedral structure and Peaks are indexed with JCPDS card number 031-0022 [2]. It is also 

observed that the diffraction peaks for all the compositions are shifted to the lower angles with 

the increase of Ca content. This may be due to the replacement of smaller Al3+ (0.535 Å) by the 
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larger Ca2+ (1.00 Å) which causes the increasing of interplaner spacing between the lattices [3]. 

The variation trend of the crystal lattice is related to the variation of dopant ion’s radius. Since 

the radii of Mn4+ (six coordination, 0.53 Å) and Ca2+ (six coordination, 1.00 Å) are closer to that 

of Al3+ (six coordination, 0.535 Å), the dopants would substitute B sites of the LaAlO3 lattice. 

Since the radius of Ca2+ is larger than that of Al3+, the substitution of Al3+ by Ca2+ leads to the 

expansion of the lattice. The lattice parameters ‘a’ and ‘c’ are calculated following the formula 

of hexagonal equivalent for rhombohedrally distorted structure [4]. The lattice parameters are 

found to be a = b = 5.3280 to 5.3923 Å and c = 13.2624 to 13.8768 Å.

5.2 Density and Porosity 

Density plays an important role in controlling the microstructural and the dielectric properties of 

the polycrystalline materials. Fig. 5.2 show the variation of density and porosity of  

various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics sintered at 1723 K as a function of Ca content. It is seen 

that both theoritical density, ρx, and bulk density, ρB, decrease with the addition of Ca. The 

decrease in density with the increase of Ca content is attributed to the fact that the molecular 

weight. The substitution of Al by Ca leads to a variation in bonding among the elements and 

makes a change in interatomic distance which in turn makes a contribution to expand the unit 

cell volume and decrease the density. It also appears that the value of ρB for all the compositions 

is lower than that of the corresponding ρx. This may be due to the presence of pores in the bulk 

samples which may be formed and developed during sintering.  
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Fig. 5.2: variation of density and porosity with Ca content of various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics. 

Table 5.1: Data of Theoretical density, Bulk density and Porosity of various 

LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics.   

Doping content, x Theoretical density,   

ρth (g/cm3) 

Bulk density, ρB 

(g/cm3) 

Porosity, P (%) 

0.00 6.655 4.57 31 

0.02 6.638 4.43 33 

0.04 6.588 4.40 33 

0.05 6.534 4.39 33 

 

Generally, grain boundaries are grown over the pores by the force generated through the thermal 

energy during the sintering process. As a result, pore volume is decreased and the samples 

become more dense with the increase in Ts. Porosity in ceramic sample is generated basically 

from two sources, intergranular porosity and intragranular porosity [5]. The intergranular 

porosity depends upon the average grain size. However, some pores are trapped within the 

ceramic sample due to the very high driving energy at higher sintering temperature.  
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5.3 Morphological Analysis  

The microstructure of ceramics strongly influences their electrical and magnetic properties, so it 

is necessary to determine the average grain size D and the type of grain growth of the samples. 

The FESEM micrographs of various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics sintered at 1723 K with 

different magnifications are shown in Fig. 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. All the samples show a dense 

microstructure.  

 

Fig. 5.3: FESEM micrographs (magnification 5,000 times) of various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics sintered at 

1723 K. 
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Fig. 5.4: FESEM micrographs (magnification 10,000 times) of various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics sintered at 

1723 K. 
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Fig. 5.5: FESEM micrographs (magnification 20,000 times) of various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics sintered at 

1723 K. 

 

For the sample with x=0.00, [see Fig. 5.3, 5.4, 5.5], the liquid phase seemed to appear in the 

grain boundary region during sintering but no second phase was found from XRD. This kind of 

liquid phase sintering of the LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 (x=0.00) ceramic may be due to the low 

melting point of Al [6]. The Ca doping leads to a large change in the microstructure of the 

ceramics. The LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics containing Ca showed a clean grain boundary.  
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The value of D of different compositions was obtained by using the linear intercept method. For 

Ca doping (x = 0.02, 0.04) the observed D values are 1.60 μm and 2.24 μm, respectively. The 

increase of average grain size which could be attributed to Ca2+ have higher ionic radius than 

Al3+. For x = 0.05 the average grain size (1.32 μm) decreases because in this case significant 

amount of Ca2+ reside at the grain boundaries which hamper the grain growth and may be 

increased in strain on the grains [7], consequently, leads to decrease of D. On the other hand, Ca 

and Mn co-doping may also avoid the formation of a liquid phase during the sintering process, 

which leads to a perfect grain boundary. 

5.4 Dielectric Properties 

5.4.1 Dielectric constant 

Frequency dependent real part of dielectric constant (ɛʹ) of LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics 

sintered at 1723 K which shown in Fig. 5.6. It is evident that at lower frequency all the 

compositions exhibit higher values of dielectric constant. The permittivity is gradually 

decreased with the increase in frequency and becomes zero at very high frequency. Such 

frequency dependent dielectric behavior can be explained by Koops theory dependent on the 

Maxwell-Wagner model for inhomogeneous crystal structure [8-10]. This model proposed that a 

typical dielectric medium is composed of well conducting grains that are generally separated by 

resistive (poorly conducting) grain boundaries. When an external electric field is applied on a 

dielectric medium the charge carriers begin to migrate through the conducting grain and are 

piled up at the resistive grain boundaries. As a result, large polarization takes place within the 

dielectric medium resulting colossal permittivity. In this case the poorly conducting grain 
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boundaries contribute to the higher value of permittivity at lower frequency. 

LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics shows colossal permittivity up to frequency 106 Hz. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.6: Variation of dielectric constant as a function of frequency (a) 102-107 Hz (b) 106-107 Hz of  

LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics sintered at 1723 K. 

 

Different types of polarization mechanism are also responsible for the higher values of 

permittivity at low frequency region. In the low frequency region all of the four polarization 

mechanisms (space-charge, dipolar, ionic and electronic polarization) contribute to the total 

polarization in the compound resulting high dielectric constant. But with the increase in 

frequency (i.e., at high frequency region) the contribution of some of the above-mentioned 

polarization mechanism to the total polarization is terminated resulting lower values of 

permittivity. However, the polarization is affected by some other factors such as structural 

homogeneity, stoichiometry, grain size, density and porosity of the samples. In the present 

study, it is observed that the values of ɛʹ decrease with the increase of Ca content as shown in 
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Fig.5.6. The decrease of ɛʹ with Ca content may be explained on the basis of cation or oxygen 

vacancies present in the materials. The substitution Al3+ by Ca2+ at the lattice site B of ABO3 

perovskite structure, there is a strong possibility of creation of cation or oxygen vacancies. 

These vacancies are created in order to maintain localized charge neutrality because of different 

valence states of the cations that are occupying the lattice sites A and B in the perovskite 

structure [11-12]. 

5.4.2 Dielectric loss factor 

The variation of tanδE with frequency of various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 sintered at 1723 K is 

shown in Fig. 5.7. From the figure it is seen that tanδE sharply decreases as frequency increases 

in the low frequency region (less than 104 Hz, varies with compositions), while in the high 

frequency region (greater than 106 Hz, varies with compositions), tanδE also increases with the 

increase in frequency. However, in the intermediate frequencies, the values of tanδE are 

minimum which indicates that the compositions are of good quality material in this range. The 

higher values of tanδE at very lower frequencies can be explained on the basis that the low 

conductivity of grain boundaries is more effective in these frequencies. Therefore, more energy 

is required for the exchange of electron between Mn4+↔Mn2+ ions; as a result, the loss is high. 

Again, the tanδE is found to increase with the increase in frequency after 106 Hz (varies with 

compositions). 
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Fig.5.7: Frequency dependence of dielectric loss tangent (tan δ) (a) 103-107 Hz (b) 105-107 Hz of  

LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics sintered at 1723 K.  

 

This behavior may be explained on the ground that the dipoles which are formed due to 

impurities or inhomogeneous structure are able to follow the frequency of the applied electric 

field at lower frequency; therefore, small energy is required by the dipole to orient itself for 

polarization resulting in low loss of energy. However, with the increase in frequency, the 

dipoles lag behind the frequency of the applied electric field. Therefore, more energy is required 

for orientation of dipoles; as a result the loss is high at higher frequencies. 
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5.4.3 Complex impedance spectra analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.8: Variation of (a) Zʹ and (b) Zʹʹ, as a function of frequency of LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics sintered at 

1723 K. 

 

Complex impedance spectroscopy is a powerful tool to characterize many of the electrical 

properties of materials. It may be used to explore the dynamics of mobile or bound charges in 

the bulk or interfacial regions. The impedance behavior is described by the classical model 

known as Debye model. Fig 5.8 (a) show the variation of Zʹ with frequency of LaAl0.67-

xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics. It is observed that the value of Zʹ gradually decreases with increasing 

frequency up to a certain limiting frequency (≈104 Hz). The decrease in Zʹ indicates that the 

conduction is increasing with frequency and above this frequency (≈ 104 Hz) it becomes almost 

frequency independent. The higher values of Zʹ at lower frequencies means the polarization in 

the relaxors is larger because at lower frequency all kinds of polarization is present. It is also 

observed that the value of Zʹ for all compositions coincide at higher frequencies. The merger of 
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Zʹ at higher frequencies indicates possible release of space charge polarization [18-19]. On the 

other hand, with increasing Ca concentration, the values of Zʹ decrease in the low frequency 

ranges (up to a certain frequency ≈ 104 Hz) and then they appears to merge in the high 

frequency region. This indicates that the frequency at which the space charge becomes free also 

depends upon the Ca concentration. 

 

Fig. 5.8 (b) shows the variation of Zʹʹ with frequency of various compositions. The variation of 

Zʹʹ with frequency exhibits a peak at all compositions. At higher frequency, it also decreases 

with increasing frequency due to the reduction of loss in the resistive part of the sample. This 

plot is useful for the determination of relaxation frequency (fr). Relaxation occurs in resistive 

materials due to the presence of immobile charges in LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics. As shown 

in Fig. 5.8 (b), the relaxation peak is found shifting towards higher frequency with the increase 

of Ca content. 

 

The complex modulus spectroscopy is a very convenient tool to determine, analyze and

interpret the electric transport properties in the materials having the smallest capacitance. The

modulus spectra are particularly useful for separating spectral components of the materials

having similar resistance but different capacitance. The complex electric modulus is represented 

by the following expression: 

 M*(ω) = J(ωCo)Z* 

                           = Mʹ+jMʹʹ 

where, Mʹ = ωCoZʹʹ and Mʹ ʹ= ωCoZʹ, where the symbols have their usual meanings. 
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Fig. 5.9: Variation of (a) Mʹ and (b) Mʹʹ, as a function of frequency of LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics sintered at 

1723 K. 

 

Fig. 5.9(a) shows the variation of real part of modulus ( Mʹ ) with frequency of various 

compositions. The value of Mʹ is found to be very low (nearly zero) at low frequencies and it 

increases with the increase in frequency.The magnitude of Mʹ is very small in the low-frequency 

region revealing the ease of polaron hopping and negligibly small contribution of electrode 

effect [20-21]. After a certain frequency (103 Hz) the value of Mʹ increases rapidly with 

frequency for all the samples which is attributed to the inability of some of the dipoles to follow 

the alternating electric field at higher frequency. This continuous dispersion on increasing 

frequency may be contributed to the conduction phenomena due to short range mobility of 

charge carriers. It is possibly related to the lack of restoring force leading the mobility of the 

charge carriers under the action of an induced electric field [22].  
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The variation of imaginary part of electric modulus (Mʹʹ) with frequency is shown in Fig. 5.9(b). 

It exhibits a peak at the frequency above 103 Hz. These peaks indicate the transition from long-

range to short range mobility of charge carriers with the increase in frequency. The frequency 

region below the peak maximum determines the range in which charge carriers are mobile over 

long distance whereas the region above peak maxima establishes the charge carriers are 

confined to potential well.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.10: (a) cole-cole plot (Zʹʹ vs Zʹ) of various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics sintered at 1723 K. (b) Equivalent 

circuit model. 
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impedance analysis has emerged as a very powerful tool for this. In this method, the imaginary 

part, Zʹʹ, of the experimentally measured impedance: Z* = Zʹ -jZʹʹ of the material, is plotted as a 

function of real part, Zʹ, over a range of frequencies. If the contributions from all the three 

sources mentioned above (intra-grain, inter-grain and electrode) have single but different of 

relaxation time, then three semi-circular arcs with their centers on the Zʹ axes are obtained. The 

arc with highest frequency range passing through the origin represents the grains effect; the one 

with the intermediate frequency range gives the contributions from grain boundaries while the 

arc with lowest frequency range represents the contributions from the electrodes interface. 

Electrodes interface are highly capacitive in nature and generally occurs only at very lower 

frequencies. The results of these contributions are obtained from the intercepts of the arcs on Zʹ 

axes. 

Fig. 5.10(b) shows the equivalent circuit consists of three parallel RC circuits (Rg & Cg and Rgb 

& Cgb) connected  in series. These RC elements correspond to grains and grain boundaries 

interface in order of decreasing frequency. Each RC element of the equivalent circuit gives rise 

to a semicircle. From Fig. 5.10(a), All compositions exhibit a single semicircular arc starting 

from the origin. The absence of second semicircle in the complex impedance plots indicates that 

the materials have only grain boundary effect to the conductivity mechanism. It is also realized 

that patterns of the semicircular arc are changing with composition which implies a modification 

of the resistance/reactance ratio with the changing of Ca content. 
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5.4.4 AC conductivity 

Fig. 5.11 shows the variation of σac with frequency. The value of σac at lower frequency is found 

almost constant whereas after a certain frequency (>104 Hz) σac increases very fast. The 

variation of σac with frequency follows the Jonscher’s power law [13]. In low frequency region, 

which corresponds to σdc, the conductivity is almost independent of frequency because at lower 

frequencies the resistive grain boundaries are more active according to the Maxwell-Wagner 

double layer model [14, 15] for dielectrics. On the other hand, in the high frequency region, this 

is known as hopping region, σac increases faster than that of σdc because at higher frequencies 

the conductive grains become more active thereby increases hopping of charge carriers and 

contribute to rise in conductivity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.11: (a) Variation of σac with frequency, (b) plots of logσac versus logω of 

LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics. 
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Thus, in the low frequency region, where the conductivity is almost constant, the transport 

phenomenon takes place through penetrating process. While, in the high frequency region, 

where the conductivity increases strongly with frequency, the transport phenomena continue by 

hopping carriers that arise from the substituted elements. Variation of σac as a function of 

frequency also can be explained on the basis of polaron hopping mechanism as discussed by 

Austin and Mott [16]. In large polaron model, σac decreases with the increase of frequency while 

in small polaron hopping mechanism, the σac increases with the increase of frequency [17]. 

5.5 Complex initial permeability 

Fig. 5.12 (a) and (b) shows the variation of   
  and tan   with frequency of various  

LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics within the range of frequency of 10 kHz – 100 MHz at room 

temperature respectively. As shown in Fig. 5.12 (a), the value of   
   for all the compositions 

remains almost constant up to certain frequency and then decreases with increasing frequency. 

  
  decreases with frequency which is due to the fact that at higher frequencies, pinning points 

are found to be originated at the surface of the samples from the impurities of grains and 

intragranular pores. The pinning points exist both at lower as well as higher frequency. At 

higher frequency, the motion of domain wall is obstructed more by the pinning points because 

of rapidly changing magnetic field. This phenomenon in turn obstructs the motion of spin and 

domain walls and the contribution of their motion towards the increment of permeability 

decreases and thereby the permeability decreases. On the other hand, the arrangement of the 

magnetic moment can follow the variation of external magnetic field for a longer time during 

the process of magnetization and thus the value of   
  may shows stable value for a certain 

period of time [24]. Stable value of   
  with frequency is important and it has potential 
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applications in several electrical devices such as broad band transformer and wide band read-

write head for video recording etc [25, 26]. 

It is also seen from the figure that the value of   
  is decreases for (x = 0.02, 0.05) and for (x = 

0.04) increases and finally decreases. It is difficult to explain compositional dependence of   
  

for the case of polycrystalline materials because  
 
  is sensitive to many factors. The value of   

  

depends on stoichiometry, composition, average grain size, impurity, coercivity, density and 

porosity etc. The permeability of polycrystalline materials is related to two different 

magnetizing mechanisms: spin rotation and domain wall motion [27-29], which can be 

described as follows:                where    is the domain wall susceptibility;       is 

intrinsic rotational susceptibility.    and        may be written as :     
    

  

  
 and  

       
    

 

 
 with Ms saturation magnetization, K the total anisotropy, D the average grain 

diameter, and γ the domain wall energy. Therefore in the present case, variation of the initial 

permeability is strongly influenced by its grain size and P. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.12: variation of (a)   
  (b) tan   with frequency of various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics. 
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The plot of tan   as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 5.12 (b). It is observed that tan   

decreases with increasing frequency and remains constant after 1 MHz frequency. The decrease 

of tan   with frequency might be attributed to spin inversion losses as suggested by Gama and 

Rezende [30] or due to the reduction of activity of space charges because space charges cannot 

follow the rapid variation of the field at high frequency. The values of tan   for all the 

compositions are found decreasing very significantly and it may be due to the reduction of 

imperfection after the addition of Ca. 

The Relative quality factor (RQF) is generally used as a measure of performance of materials 

for real world applications. The variation of RQF with frequency of the studied compositions is 

illustrated in Fig. 5.13. It is evident that the value of RQF increases with the increase in 

frequency for all the compositions. This implies that with the increase in frequency the utility of 

the studied compositions is enhanced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.13: The variations of Relative Quality factors (Q-factor) with frequency of various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 

ceramics. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The present research work mainly deals with the investigation of structural, dielectric and 

electrical properties of (Ca, Mn) co-doped LaAlO3 ceramics. The disk-shaped and toroid shaped 

samples prepared by the standard solid state reaction technique were sintered at 1723 K for 5 h. 

Different experiments were carried out and the results were carefully analyzed to monitor the 

changes in structure, dielectric and electrical properties of the samples. This chapter presents a 

concise summary based on the results and discussion presented in the previous chapter and also 

suggests the scope for the further work. 

The conclusions drawn from the present investigations are as follows: 

6.1 Conclusions 

 The polycrystalline samples of LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 (x=0.00, 0.02, 0.04, 0.05) have 

been successfully synthesized by the standard solid state reaction technique. 

 The XRD results indicate that all samples are of single phase perovskite structure and no 

trace of second phase is found. 

 The XRD patterns are in good agreement with a rhombohedrally distorted perovskite 

structure which is equivalent to hexagonal symmetry. 

 The lattice parameters ‘a’ and ‘c’ of various LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 increase with the 

increase in Ca content. 

 The value of both ρx and ρB decreased with the addition of Ca in LaAlO3 ceramics. The 

value of ρx was found to be higher than that of ρB. Density decreased with the addition of 

Ca content which might be attributed to the fact that the molecular weight. 
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 Microstructure of the ceramics was observed by FESEM, For the sample (x= 0.00) the 

liquid phase seemed to appear in the grain boundary due to the formation of low melting 

point manganese containing an intermediate compound during sintering. The average 

grain size are found to increase for (x= 0.02, 0.04) with the increase in Ca content due to 

difference in ionic radii but for (x= 0.05) the average grain size decreases because in this 

case significant amount of Ca2+ reside at the grain boundaries. 

 The variation of dielectric constant (ɛʹ) was measured at room temperature in the 

frequency range 20 Hz to 120 MHz. At lower frequencies, the higher values of εʹ are 

observed due to the contributions from all four mechanisms of polarization to the total 

polarization. LaAl0.67- xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics shows colossal permittivity up to frequency 

106 Hz and then starts decreasing and becomes independent of frequency for all of the 

compositions. This phenomenon can be explained by the Koops theory based on 

Maxwell–Wagner model. 

 The values of dielectric loss tangent (tanδE) sharply decrease as frequency increases in 

the low frequency region. While in the high frequency region, tanδE increases with the 

increase in frequency. However, in the intermediate frequencies, the values of tanδE are 

minimum which indicates that the compositions are of good quality material in this range. 

 The value of Zʹ gradually decreases with increasing frequency up to a certain limiting 

frequency (≈104 Hz). The decrease in Zʹ indicates that the conduction is increasing with 

frequency and above this frequency (≈ 104 Hz) it becomes almost frequency independent. 

The variation of Zʹʹ with frequency exhibits a peak at all compositions. The relaxation 

peak is found shifting towards higher frequency with the increase of Ca content. 
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 The real part of modulus (Mʹ) is found to be very low (nearly zero) at low frequencies 

and it increases with the increase in frequency and The variation of imaginary part of 

electric modulus (Mʹʹ) with frequency, it exhibits a peak at the frequency above 103 Hz. 

 The complex impedance plot (i.e a plot drawn between imaginary (Zʹʹ) and real parts (Zʹ) 

of the impedance) exhibits a single semicircular arc of all the compositions of  

LaAl0.67-xCaxMn0.33O3 ceramics. The absence of second semicircle in the complex 

impedance plots indicates that the materials have only grain boundary effect to the 

conductivity mechanism. 

 The ac-conductivity (σac) at lower frequency is found almost constant whereas after a 

certain frequency (>104 Hz) σac increases very fast. 

 The value of   
  for all the compositions remains almost constant up to certain frequency 

and then decreases with increasing frequency. In the present case, variation of the initial 

permeability is strongly influenced by its grain size and P. It is observed that tan   

decreases with increasing frequency and remains constant after 1 MHz frequency. The 

decrease of tan   with frequency due to the reduction of activity of space charges 

because space charges cannot follow the rapid variation of the field at high frequency. 

The Relative quality factor (RQF) implies that with the increase in frequency the utility 

of the studied compositions is enhanced. 
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6.2 Recommendations for the further work 

Following recommendations are made for further extension of the present work: 

 Ferroelectric, piezoelectric and pyroelectric characterization of the samples may be 

studied. 

 Investigation of temperature dependent electromagnetic properties. 

 Transmission electron micrographs (TEM) analysis may be studied for proper 

understanding of the domain. 

 Other preparation techniques (e.g., sol-gel, co-precipitation and auto-combustion etc.) 

may be followed to prepare the samples for comparing the properties of the present study. 

 


